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There are several medical application areas that require the segmentation and separation of the
component bones of joints in a sequence of images of the joint acquired under various loading
conditions, our own target area being joint motion analysis. This is a challenging problem due to the
proximity of bones at the joint, partial volume effects, and other imaging modality-specific factors
that confound boundary contrast. In this article, a two-step model-based segmentation strategy is
proposed that utilizes the unique context of the current application wherein the shape of each
individual bone is preserved in all scans of a particular joint while the spatial arrangement of the
bones alters significantly among bones and scans. In the first step, a rigid deterministic model of the
bone is generated from a segmentation of the bone in the image corresponding to one position of
the joint by using the live wire method. Subsequently, in other images of the same joint, this model
is used to search for the same bone by minimizing an energy function that utilizes both boundary-
and region-based information. An evaluation of the method by utilizing a total of 60 data sets on
MR and CT images of the ankle complex and cervical spine indicates that the segmentations agree
very closely with the live wire segmentations, yielding true positive and false positive volume
fractions in the range 89%–97% and 0.2%–0.7%. The method requires 1–2 minutes of operator
time and 6–7 min of computer time per data set, which makes it significantly more efficient than
live wire—the method currently available for the task that can be used routinely. © 2008 American
Association of Physicists in Medicine. �DOI: 10.1118/1.2953567�
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I. INTRODUCTION

I.A. Motivation

There are several medical research applications which re-
quire the segmentation of the bones of a human skeletal joint
in medical images. We cite here two areas—joint motion
analysis, and image-guided surgery. In motion analysis, the
idea is to acquire 3D tomographic images of the joint in
several positions for each type of motion that is being inves-
tigated �for example, flexion-extension, inversion-eversion,
internal-external rotation�, and then by appropriately analyz-
ing the images to determine how the 3D geometric architec-
ture of the bones changes from position to position. The
main goal for motion analysis is to understand normal mo-

tion, to characterize deviations caused by various anomalies
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that may affect joint function, and to discern how effective
are procedures to treat these conditions. Although many tech-
niques based on 2D imaging �radiography, fluoroscopy, slice-
only� and external tracking of markers attached to skin have
been investigated �see Ref. 1 for a review�, 3D imaging ap-
proaches are vital to capture full 3D motion information.
Several such efforts are currently under way that employ
MRI and CT �examples2–5�. In image-guided orthopedic sur-
gery �examples6–8�, bony structures need to be identified in
preoperative images, not only for optimal preoperative plan-
ning but also for intraoperative guidance by registering in the
same space all intraoperative information �images, internal
organs of the patient, instruments, and tools� with the preop-
erative images. Our own motivation for the work presented
in this article comes from the first application of joint motion

analysis.
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I.B. Previous work

Although the literature on image segmentation is vast,9

there is little research dedicated to the problem of segment-
ing the bones at a joint in medical imagery. In our application
context, this problem poses some special challenges �dis-
cussed below�. And consequently, well-known segmenta-
tion frameworks such as deformable boundary,10 level-
set11 water-shed,12 graph-cut,13 clustering,14 and fuzzy
connectedness15 approaches, we believe, will not yield a
level of precision, accuracy, and efficiency that is required by
the application when directly employed, or will require con-
siderable research and development to bring them to a form
with an acceptable level of performance in routine use.
Therefore, our review scope will be confined to those meth-
ods which are designed specifically for segmenting the bones
at joints in MR and CT imagery.

The segmentation and separation of the bones at a joint in
MR and CT images pose the following five main challenges:
�Ch1� Bones are situated very close to each other and the
partial volume effect exacerbates their segmentation and
separation. �Ch2� The extent of this effect depends often on
the orientation of the slice planes with respect to the articu-
lating bone surfaces. Since there are multiple bones at a joint
and their surfaces are usually curved, it is impossible to se-
lect a slice plane �for MRI� that is optimal in orientation for
reducing this effect. �Ch3� In the case of MRI, bone does not
give much signal, and connective tissues, such as ligaments
and tendons that attach to bone, behave like bone in this
respect. This makes the demarcation of boundaries of bones
that come close together with the presence of connective
tissues even more challenging. �Ch4� In the case of CT, the
thinner aspects of cortical bones pose a challenge similar to
the one described in �Ch3� for MRI, namely that thin bone
regions resemble soft tissue and skin regions. When these
entities come close together at a joint, the absence of bound-
ary specific information causes difficulties. �Ch5� Although
each of the bones at a joint undergoes a rigid transformation
in moving from one joint position to another, because of their
relatively independent motions, the collection of bones and
the soft tissue structures produces a strange admixture of
nonlinear rigid and elastic transformations.

The papers that dealt with the problem of segmenting
bone in MR images, and particularly focusing on separating
the bones at a joint in MR and CT images, are sparse. Dog-
das et al.16 and Hoehne et al.17 used mathematical morphol-
ogy to segment the skull in 3D human MR images. Heinonen
et al.18 used thresholding and region growing to segment
bone in MR image volumes. These studies did not consider
the problem of separating the bones at an articulating joint.
Lorigo et al.19 applied a texture-based geodesic active con-
tour method to segment bones in knee MR images. Sebastian
et al.20 combined active contour, region growing, and region
competition for segmentation of the carpal bones of wrist in
3D CT images. Reyes-Aldasoro et al.21 applied a subband
filtering based K-means method to segment bones, tissues,
and muscles in knee MR images. Grau et al. applied an

improved watershed transform for knee cartilage
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segmentation.22 Hoad et al.6 combined threshold region
growing with morphological filtering to segment lumbar
spine in MR images for computer-assisted surgery purposes.
Udupa et al.15 used the live-wire method23 to segment bones
of the ankle complex in MR images. The studies in Refs.
16–18 and 22 did not demonstrate how effective these gen-
eral methods of segmenting bones in MR images would be in
separating the bones at a joint. Particularly, there is no strat-
egy in these methods that addresses the challenges denoted
in �Ch1�–�Ch3� above. The methods in Refs. 19, 20, and 23
employ slice-by-slice strategies, as such they demand a sig-
nificant amount of user time, even if it is just for ascertaining
that the segmented results are acceptable in every slice.
Reyes-Aldasoro et al. in Ref. 21 did not address the problem
of separating the bones of a joint. Further, the bones of the
ankle joint complex and spine are more challenging to seg-
ment than those of the knee owing to the reasons identified in
�Ch1�–�Ch3� above, and due to the fact that the bones of the
former are smaller and more compactly packed. Similar to
Ref. 21, Hoad and Martel in Ref. 6 did not address the prob-
lem of separating the component bones �vertebrae� of the
spine, which, in view of �Ch1� and �Ch4� above, is a more
challenging problem than just delineating all bone only.

I.C. Purpose, rationale, outline of paper

In our ongoing studies of the kinematics of the ankle
complex,26 the shoulder joint,27 and of the spinal vertebrae28

involving cadaveric specimens as well as human subjects, we
acquire multiple 3D �volume� images for each subject corre-
sponding to multiple situations. These situations include
various combinations of the following cases: Multiple
subjects/specimens; multiple positions of the joints; under
different load conditions; preinjury conditions; postsurgery
conditions; different types of surgical reconstructions; and
different longitudinal time points. The number of 3D images
generated for the same subject/specimen in these tasks
ranges from 10 to 30. In these images, it is fair to assume
that each of the component bones of the joint complex has
not changed its shape but the spatial arrangements of these
bones forming the joint assembly are different in different
images. This leads to a unique situation from the segmenta-
tion perspective as discussed further in the next paragraph.
The study of the kinematics of the joint complex under the
various conditions delineated above requires the segmenta-
tion of each component bone of the joint complex in each 3D
image of the set of �10–30� 3D images generated as above
for each subject/specimen. Owing to the difficulties �Ch1�–
�Ch5� mentioned above, and because of the lack of availabil-
ity of a more efficient method, we have been using the live-
wire method for segmenting bones. Live wire is a slice-by-
slice method wherein the user steers the segmentation
process by offering recognition help and a computer algo-
rithm performs delineation. Because of user help, �Ch1�–
�Ch5� are overcome, but the process becomes very demand-
ing in terms of user time, although it is more reproducible
and efficient than manual boundary tracing and it never calls

for post hoc correction. Although we have coped with the
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live-wire method so far with the number of subjects being
20–50 and the number of 3D images being a couple of hun-
dreds, live wire is becoming impractical for greater number
of subjects.

We may solve this problem in two stages. In the first
stage, addressed in this article, all component bones of a
given joint will be segmented by using live wire in one 3D
image. This segmented result will then be used as a rigid
model to delineate automatically these same bones in all the
rest of the 3D images pertaining to the same joint. In the
second stage, not addressed in this article, to segment the
first 3D image, our aim is to replace live wire by a more
efficient strategy that will afford a level of precision and
accuracy which is comparable to that of live wire. It is tempt-
ing to suggest if a model-based approach, such as deform-
able boundary,10 active shape model,29 or active appearance
model,30 may offer a viable solution to the whole problem.
Our rationale for opting for the two stage approach is as
follows. First, deformable model-based approaches10,29,30

will introduce untrue variations in the shape of a specific
bone among different images of a given joint and will fail to
guarantee that the two segmentations of the same bone in
two different positions corresponding to one of the situations
mentioned above represent a rigid geometric transformation
of the same bone model. Second, in our preliminary efforts,
we found that the final position of the model produced by
these methods does not often quite agree with the boundary
perceivable in the image slices because of Ch1–Ch5. Cor-
recting for these errors so that the results are comparable
with the live-wire method in boundary placement would call
for either considerable user help or a significant effort to
modify the methods. Although these shortcomings may not
matter in certain types of analysis, in our application,
wherein accurate architectural description of the bones and
how this architecture changes from one condition to another
are crucial, this matters. If a straightforward rigid registration
method is employed among the images, it fails to locate the

FIG. 1. �a� A typical image slice from a 3D MR data set of the left ankle join
the live-wire is illustrated on the image. �b� An image slice of the same ankl
3D data set of �b� by using Mutual Information, and the intersection of the
is depicted after registration. The mismatch in identifying the talus is clear
rigid-model based approach.
bones correctly as illustrated in Fig. 1. These reasons and the
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mixed rigid and elastic nature of the transformations under-
gone by the images directed us toward the two-stage ap-
proach mentioned above.

The complete methodology of our approach including
how the rigid model is first created from the first 3D image
and how this is subsequently used to segment the same bone
in all other 3D images is described in Sec. II. In Sec. III, we
carry out an evaluation of this method in terms of its preci-
sion, accuracy, and efficiency by considering two joint
systems—the ankle complex imaged via MRI and the spine
imaged via CT. In Sec. IV, we summarize our conclusions
and give some pointers on the second stage of this work that
is currently under way. A preliminary version of this paper
appeared in the conference proceedings of the SPIE 2005
medical imaging symposium.31

The problem addressed in this paper can also be consid-
ered from the viewpoint of image registration for devising a
solution. The transformations undergone by images in deal-
ing with the registration problem in general range from linear
rigid and affine and nonlinear elastic transformations to com-
plex mixtures of rigid and affine, rigid and elastic, and affine
and elastic transformations. The situation dealt with in this
article corresponds to a mixture of rigid and elastic transfor-
mations. It is perhaps more challenging than pure elastic
transformation for devising a registration solution. Instead of
taking a fundamentally registration approach, we have pur-
sued a predominantly segmentation strategy in this article for
several reasons. First, we needed an immediate solution to
delineate bones’ boundaries in our application. Second, al-
though a registration approach would perhaps lead to a fun-
damental advance, the solution would be more general and
complicated than the one proposed here. Finally, even after a
sophisticated registration operation, we believe, from our
simple experiments with registrations, that the delineation
will need to be adjusted which is what led to our current
segmentation propagation approach, although the registration
transformation we have employed is simple. Segmentation

healthy volunteer at one position. Boundary of the talus delineated by using
t scanned at another position. The 3D data set of �a� was registered with the
delineated from the 3D data set of �a�, with the current image slice of �b�,
ocation of the talus bone in the 3D data set of �b� by using the proposed
t of a
e join
talus,
. �c� L
propagation has been used in the past in other applications,
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for example, in brain MRI for assessing change in brain vol-
ume over time.24,25

II. METHODOLOGY

II.A. Notation, terminology, outline of method

We refer to a 3D volume image as a scene and represent it
by a pair C= �C , f�, where C, called the scene domain, is a
3D rectangular array of voxels, and f is the scene intensity
function which assigns to every voxel v�C an integer called
the intensity of v in C. Let C1 ,C2 , . . . ,Cn be the scenes ac-
quired for the same joint complex �such as the ankle� for the
same subject under different conditions �exemplified earlier�
wherein we may assume that the component bones of the
joint complex have not changed shape. Our aim is to seg-
ment a given target bone B in all these scenes such that the
segmentations differ only by a rigid transformation �and by
any digitization artifacts caused by the different positions
and orientations� of B in the different scenes. Since the so-
lution methodology is the same for any n�2, we assume
from now on that we are given two scenes C1= �C1 , f1� and
C2= �C2 , f2� corresponding to, what we shall from now on
refer to generically as, two different positions �Position 1 and
Position 2� of the joint complex. For any scene C= �C , f�, we
denote its segmentation that captures bone B, by a binary
scene Cb= �Cb , fb� where fb is such that, for any voxel c
�C, fb�c�=1, if c is determined to be in the bone, and
fb�c�=0, otherwise. Our goal is to obtain binary scenes C1

b

= �C1 , f1
b� and C2

b= �C2 , f2
b� representing segmentation of B in

C1 and C2.
Overall, the segmentation methodology consists of the

following steps:

S1: Segmentation of the bone in scene C1 corresponding
to Position 1.
S2: VOI �volume of interest� selection corresponding to
the bone in C1 and C2.
S3: Registration of the VOI scenes of C1 and C2.
S4: Matching the segmentation corresponding to the
VOI scene of C1 with the VOI scene of C2.
S4.1 Describing the relative intensity pattern in the vi-
cinity of the bone boundary.
S4.2 Formulating an energy functional for the match.
S4.3 Optimization of energy functional.
S4.4 Computation of the segmented bone for C2.

These steps are described in more detail in the following
sections.

II.B. Detailed description of the segmentation method

II.B.1. S1: Segmentation of the bone in C1

Our current approach for this step utilizes user help in a
slice-by-slice manner, but somewhat differently for MRI and
CT scenes as described below. For MRI scenes, to segment B
in C1, we employ the live wire method.23 Live wire is a
user-steered slice-by-slice segmentation method in which the
user begins by positioning the cursor on the boundary in a

slice display of the scene and selects a point. For any subse-
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quent position of the cursor, a live-wire segment is displayed
in realtime which represents an optimum path from the initial
point to any current position of the cursor. In particular, if the
cursor is positioned near the boundary, the live wire snaps
onto the boundary. The cursor is placed as far away from the
first position as possible with the live wire snapped onto the
boundary, and a new point is set by depositing the cursor.
Typically, 3–7 points deposited on the boundary in this fash-
ion are adequate to delineate a bone in each slice of a given
scene. In live wire, pixel vertices are considered to be the
nodes of a directed graph, and each pixel edge is considered
to be oriented and represents two directed arcs. That is, if a
and b are the end points �vertices� of a pixel edge, then the
two directed arcs are �a ,b� and �b ,a�. Each directed arc is
assigned a cost, and the live wire method finds an optimum
path between any two points P1 and P2 specified in the scene
as a sequence of directed arcs �oriented pixel edges� such
that the total cost along the path is the smallest. This formu-
lation and the facility to assign costs based on training �see
Ref. 23 for details� allow overcoming some of the challenges
�Ch1�–�Ch4� mentioned earlier. One aspect of this is illus-
trated in Fig. 2 which shows one slice of a MRI scene of the
ankle joint complex and a live wire segment �oriented opti-
mal path� defined between two specified points. The orient-
edness of pixel edges imposes an orientation on the path,
which allows the live wire method to resolve between two
boundary segments that come very close �in the figure, the
boundaries of the navicular and the talus, the talus and tibia,
the talus and calcaneus� which are otherwise very similar in
their intensity properties. In the figure, the live wire segment
from P1 to P2 on the boundary of the talus has an orientation

FIG. 2. Slice of an MRI scene of the ankle joint and the live wire segment
displayed between two pairs of points �b� P1 to P3, and �c� P1 to P2. The
four bones that come close together and their boundaries are shown in �a�
for reference.
opposite to the orientation of the boundary segment of the
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navicular that comes very close to this live wire segment,
and they have very different cost structures. This is why live
wire can resolve closely situated boundaries and boundaries
of very thin objects.

A three-dimensional version of live wire, called iterative
live wire,42 is also available in our software system40 which
is in general more efficient than but offers precision and
accuracy comparable to the 2D version. It operates as fol-
lows. The user performs 2D live wire in one slice of the 3D
scene, preferably in the slice passing through the middle of
the object. The user then selects the next slice. The algorithm
then projects the points P1 , . . . , Pn selected by the user on the
previous slice to the current slice and performs live wire
between successive projected points in the current slice.
Since the projected points are likely to be near the actual
boundary, owing to the orientedness and snapping property
of live wire, the middle portions of the live wire segment
between each pair Pi, Pi+1 of points will lie on the actual
boundary in the current slice. The algorithm then selects
midpoints of these segments and performs live wire between
successive midpoints. The entire process is repeated itera-
tively until convergence. From the user’s perspective, as
soon as he selects the next slice, this entire process is ex-
ecuted instantaneously and the resulting contour is displayed.
If the result is acceptable, the user selects the next slice
again. Otherwise, he will perform the usual live wire on this
slice. Typically the user can skip 4–5 slices in this automatic
mode before having to steer live wire manually. The user
directs the iterative live wire process on both sides of the
starting �middle� slice until all slices are covered.

There are essential differences between live wire and ac-
tive contour methods. These are described and illustrated in
papers published on live wire. Here we briefly summarize
them. First, live wire methods are formulated as a graph
problem and globally optimum contours �although in a
piecewise manner� are found via dynamic programming un-
like most active contours which are affected by local
minima. Second, live wire is by design user steered, calling
for no post hoc correction, whereas active contours are de-
signed to be “hands-off” methods, requiring correction if the
method goes wrong. Third, because of the use of pixel edges
as boundary elements and consideration of orientedness, live
wire can negotiate boundaries that are situated even one
pixel apart and boundaries of very thin �one pixel thick�
objects. In most existing active contour formulations these
are difficult to resolve. Finally, live wire and active contours
both have noise resistance properties, the former due to the
shortness of optimum paths and the latter due to contour
smoothness incorporated into the energy function. However,
their relative behavior depends much on the cost function
used for the former and the energy functional employed for
the latter.

For CT scenes, our approach to segment B in C1 is to draw
a curve on the slice such that the curve encloses only B and
no other bones. This masked region is subsequently thresh-

olded to segment B. We note that precise drawing of the
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curve on the boundary is needed only in those parts where B
comes in contact with other bones. In other parts, we have to
draw the curve roughly just to enclose B.

The output of Step S1 is a binary scene C1
b representing a

segmentation of B in C1.

II.B.2. S2: VOI „Volume Of Interest… selection in C1
and C2

The purpose behind Steps S2 and S3 is twofold. First,
when the motion of B from C1 to C2 is substantial, if Step S4
to search for the bone in C2 utilizing its segmentation C1

b is
carried out on the entire scene C2, any search strategy may be
misled by local optima of the objective function utilized for
search. Second, such a search would be computationally ex-
pensive, too. If a VOI enclosing B in C1 is determined
roughly and if the matching VOI for B in C2 is also specified
roughly, then both of these are overcome effectively. Since
we have the exact segmentation of B in C1 from Step S1, a
subscene of C1 corresponding to a VOI of B can be deter-
mined automatically. This is done by determining a rectan-
gular box whose faces are parallel to the coordinate planes of
the scene coordinate system of C1 and which encloses B with
a gap of a few �5–10� voxels all around. A VOI of the same
size is then specified in C2 whose location is adjustable
manually �via slice display on one appropriately selected
slice of C2�. The orientation of this VOI is also such that the
faces of the VOI box are parallel to the coordinate planes of
C2. In this step, thus, the following entities are output: C1s,
C2s—the VOI subscenes of C1 and C2; C1s

b —the VOI subscene
of C1

b. This step is akin to manual initialization done in many
registration and segmentation methods and specifies the
rough location of B in C2.

II.B.3. S3: Registration of the two VOI scenes

Registration is commonly used for initialization in model-
based segmentation methods. We employ registration in the
same spirit—to facilitate the model-based search process and
not for achieving perfect matching. However, the registration
in the case of joints is very difficult and more challenging in
the sense that it can be considered to be neither purely rigid
nor purely nonrigid �Ch5�. The rationale for selecting a VOI
in Step S2 is to make it possible for us to focus mostly on
bone, and particularly on the bones of interest, and hence
mostly on the rigid component of motion. The aim of Step
S3 is therefore to register roughly C1s with C2s.

We employ different methods of registration while deal-
ing with MRI and CT scenes. For MRI scenes, C1s is regis-
tered with C2s by maximizing the mutual information32 be-
tween C1s and C2s. For CT scenes, we use a method based on
landmarks.33 The rationale for this choice is that, in CT
scenes, the entire bony structure can be segmented �but with-
out separating the component bones� very easily by thresh-
olding the scene, toward the goal of creating a 3D rendering
of this structure for Position 1 and Position 2 and identifying
the corresponding landmarks in these renderings. �In MRI
scenes, such an approach is infeasible.� Since thresholding,

34 35
isosurface creation, rendering, and landmark selection,
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and registration can all be accomplished at interactive speeds
on modern PCs even for extremely large data sets, there is no
need to create VOI scenes in Step S2 when segmenting CT
scenes. �Therefore, for CT scenes, we can assume that C1s

=C1 and C2s=C2.� For bringing the bone model of B repre-
sented by C1s

b to the close proximity of the boundary of B in
C2, however, landmarks must be selected on the surface of B.
The approach, therefore, involves thresholding C1 and C2 to
create isosurfaces, rendering these isosurfaces, selecting the
corresponding landmarks on the surface of B in the two ren-
ditions, and subsequently approximately registering the two
isosurfaces by using these landmarks. The main reason for
taking the landmark-based approach for CT scenes is that,
since the domains of C1s and C2s are much larger for CT
scenes than for MRI scenes, the mutual information method
would take a substantially longer time for registration.
Medical Physics, Vol. 35, No. 8, August 2008
In both approaches, the rigid transformation will be de-
noted, for future reference, by �0. This transformation is de-
rived from the process of registration applied to C1s

b to pro-
duce the �approximately� registered binary scene C1sr

b . To
make sure that C1sr

b is as close a representation of C1s
b as

possible, for the interpolation operation involved in convert-
ing C1s

b into C1sr
b , we use a procedure similar to shape-based

interpolation:36 A distance transform is first applied to C1s
b to

convert it into a gray scene with the convention that the
distance from boundary is positive for 1-valued voxels in C1s

b

and negative for 0-valued voxels. This scene is then interpo-
lated �tri-linearly� and the resulting gray scene is converted
into binary scene C1sr

b by thresholding the interpolated scene
at 0.

Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the operations underlying Step

FIG. 3. �a� One slice of an MRI scene C2 of an ankle in
Position 2 with the corresponding slice of a segmented
binary scene C1s

b , obtained from C1 of the same ankle in
Position 1 per Step S2, and overlaid on C2. �b� The
same slice of C2 as in �a� with the corresponding slice of
C1sr

b , obtained after registration as per Step S3, and
overlaid on C2. The bone of interest B is the talus.

FIG. 4. A 3D rendition of a cervical �and part of tho-
racic� spine in �a� Position 1 �neutral� and �b� Position 2
�45° of head-neck flexion� obtained from CT scenes C1

and C2. The insets show closeup views with landmarks
indicated on the first cervical vertebra. �c� and �d� are
identical to those in Figs. 3�a� and 3�b� but correspond
to the CT example of �a� and �b�.
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S3 for an MRI and a CT scene pertaining to the ankle com-
plex and the cervical spine, respectively.

II.B.4. S4: Matching the segmentation C1sr
b in

Position 1 to the scene C2 in Position 2

While C1sr
b produced in Step S3 is usually in the close

proximity of the boundary of B in scene C2, it by itself is
usually not adequate as a segmentation of B in C2. The pur-
pose of Step S4 is to use C1sr

b as a model of B and search in
C2 for a position and orientation of this model that best
matches the boundary and the intensity pattern in C1 in the
vicinity of the model boundary with those of C2, and to sub-
sequently obtain the final segmentation C2

b of B in C2. This is
accomplished by using the following four substeps described
in S4.1–S4.4 below.

II.B.4.a. S4.1: Describing the regional relative intensity
pattern in the vicinity of the boundary of B in C1. For any set
S of voxels, we use the notation R�S� to denote the set of all
points in R3 within �and on the boundary of� all cuboids
represented by the voxels in S. For any voxel, c, a digital
ball of radius � centered at c is the set of voxels,

B��c� = �d��d − c� � �� , �1�

where �d−c� denotes the distance between c and d. For any
X�R3, we use the notation ��X� to denote the set of points
resulting from applying the same rigid transformation � to
each point in X. The regional relative intensity pattern
P�,�,C�c� at a voxel c�C in a scene C= �C , f� under a rigid
transformation � is a set of ordered pairs of points p and
normalized intensities ��,�,C�p�

P�,�,C�c� = ��p,��,�,C�p���p � D = ��B��c�� � R�C�� , �2�

where

��,�,C�p� =
f��p�

�	q�Df��q��/�D�
, �3�

�D� is the cardinality of D, and f� is an appropriate interpo-
lant of f . In our method, tri-linear interpolation is used to
determine f� from f . In other words, when � is an identity
transformation �I�, D represents the digital ball of radius �
centered at c that is within the domain of C, P�,�,C�c� repre-
sents the intensity pattern in C, within D, normalized by the
mean intensity within D �the denominator in Eq. �3��. When
� is not an identity, D denotes the set of points within R�C�
that represent a rigid transformation �by �� of the centers of
voxels within B��c�. The purpose of such a � is to take a ball
defined in C1 over to the domain of C2 for ascertaining the
regional relative intensity pattern in C2, as will become clear
in the next section.

The relative intensity pattern at a voxel within a seg-
mented bone is intended to capture the local gestalts formed
by the spatial distribution of intensities inside the bone and
in other neighboring tissue regions such as muscles, liga-
ments, and cartilages. Since the relative intensity patterns are
normalized by the respective mean values, they are not likely

to be affected by background inhomogeneity. Thus, it is a
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fair assumption that, given an imaging protocol, a subject,
and a bone, the variations among relative intensity pattern
values are mostly due to noise.

II.B.4.b. S4.2: Formulating an energy function for the
match. The matching measure as an energy function defines
a function of six independent variables corresponding to the
6 degrees of freedom of the rigid transformation. Let V0 de-
note the set of all voxels in C1

b with an intensity value of 1.
The energy function EC1,C1

b,C2,���� is intended to express the
total disagreement of regional relative intensity patterns be-
tween voxels in V0, computed from C1, and points in ��V0�
projected onto C2, computed from C2. Let V1= �c�V0 ���c�
�R�C2��. The energy function is then defined by

EC1,C1
b,C2,����

= 	
c�V1

	p�B��c��R�C1�
p�=��p��R�C2�

��I,�,C1
�p� − ��,�,C2

�p���2

��p � B��c� � R�C1����p� � R�C2���
. �4�

In the above equation, the situation corresponding to the
voxels in V0 being mapped outside the domain of the second
scene C2 �i.e., �V1�=0� will not happen because of the
registration-based initialization in Step S3. Also, note that, p�
is a point in R�C2� obtained by transforming the point p by �.
The numerator represents the sum of squares of the differ-
ence in relative intensity pattern expressed in Eq. �3�. The
denominator is just a normalizing factor which represents the
total number of voxels for which the difference in relative
intensity pattern is computed. Following the fact that the
energy function captures total disagreement, the optimization
technique described in the next step seeks that transforma-
tion � which minimizes this energy. The starting point for
this search is �0 which gave rise to C1sr

b .
II.B.4.c. S4.3: Optimization of the energy function. For

our application, the optimum of the energy function is as-
sumed to correspond to the transformation that correctly
matches the segmentation C1sr

b with the scene C2 at Position
2. Powell’s method �UOBYQA–unconstrained optimization
by quadratic approximation�37 is used to find the minimum
of the energy function and to get the corresponding rigid
transformation parameters. Optimization is often performed
in a multiresolution manner, as this is expected to decrease
the sensitivity of the method to local minima. In our imple-
mentation, the multiresolution technique is utilized in the
sense that the scenes are down sampled �repeatedly by a
factor of 2� to three resolution levels; optimization is started
in the lowest resolution, and the results are passed on to the
higher level sequentially.

II.B.4.d. S4.4: Computation of the segmented bone for C2.
Once an optimum transformation �O is determined, C2

b is
computed from C1sr

b by using the shape-based interpolation
strategy described earlier in Step S3.

III. RESULTS AND EVALUATION

In this section, we demonstrate both qualitatively, through
2D and 3D image display, and quantitatively, through evalu-

ation experiments, the extent of effectiveness of the new 3D
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model-based segmentation strategy. Two different applica-
tion areas—motion analysis of the ankle complex and of the
cervical spine by using MRI and CT, respectively—are con-
sidered. Image data in both these applications have been pre-
viously obtained independent of the research described in
this article. Since the method currently available �that we are
aware of� for the routine practical segmentation and separa-
tion of bones of joints is live wire, our method of evaluation,
based on the framework suggested in Ref. 38, will focus on
the analysis of precision, accuracy, and efficiency of the pro-
posed method as compared to those of live wire. Since live
wire is a slice-by-slice user-steered method, wherein the
boundary delineation done by a piecewise optimal strategy is
approved �and corrected if necessary� by the user, we will
consider the segmentation performed by live wire to consti-
tute a surrogate of true segmentation for assessing the accu-
racy of the new method.

III.A. Scene data

III.A.1. Ankle complex imaged via MRI

To investigate the robustness of the proposed method, two
kinds of ankle image data are utilized—the first involving
large rotations of the component bones and the second in-
volving small rotations. For the large rotation case, the data
analyzed in this study were acquired on a commercial 1.5T
GE MRI machine, by using a coil specially designed for the
study. During each acquisition, the foot of the subject was
locked in a nonmagnetic device.39 This allows the control of
the orientation and the motion of the foot by regular incre-
ments of 10° from neutral position �0° of pronation, 0° of
supination� to the extreme positions of an open kinematic
chain pronation to supination motion. The acquisition of one
scene takes 5 min for each position; eight positions were
acquired from 20° of pronation to 50° of supination. Each
volume image is made up of sixty slices of 1.5 mm thick-
ness. The imaging protocol used a 3D steady-state gradient
echo sequence with a TR/TE/Flip angle=25 ms /10 ms /25°.

Each slice is 256�256 pixels and the pixels are of size
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0.55 mm�0.55 mm. The slice orientation was roughly
sagittal. Ten pairs of scenes acquired for two extreme
positions—20° of pronation and 50° of supination—
corresponding to ten different subjects were used to test our
method.

For the small rotation case, the following MR imaging
protocol was used for scanning each foot. Each foot was held
in an ankle loading device26 which allowed the ankle to be
stressed in a controlled manner into different positions in
nonstressed neutral and stressed anterior drawer and inver-
sion positions. Each ankle was imaged in a 1.5 T GE MRI
scanner by using a 3D fast gradient echo pulse sequence with
TR/TE/flip angle=11.5 ms /2.4 ms /60°. The field of view
was 18 cm with a 512�256 matrix size and a slice thickness
of 2.1 mm. The slice orientation was roughly sagittal. Ten
pairs of small rotation scene data acquired in neutral position
and in stressed inversion, corresponding to ten different sub-
jects, are used to test our method.

III.A.2. Cervical spine imaged via CT

The CT images analyzed in this article have been acquired
for ten male unembalmed cadavers on a Siemens Volume
Zooming Multislice CT scanner. For all acquisitions, the cer-
vical spine underwent rotation at each of 0°, 10°, 20°, 30°,
and 45° in flexion, and 10°, 20°, and 30° in extension. Im-
ages were obtained by using a slice thickness of 1.0 mm, a
slice spacing of 1.5 mm, and pixel size of 0.23–0.35 mm.

III.B. Qualitative analysis

Several forms of 2D and 3D displays are presented in this
section under the two application areas to demonstrate the
quality of segmentation results. All results are obtained by
using the 3DVIEWNIX software system.40

III.B.1. 2D Display of the segmentation results

Figure 5�a� shows one slice of an input scene C1 pertain-
b

FIG. 5. �a� Talus in Position 1, segmented by using the
live wire method, overlaid on the corresponding slice of
an input scene C1. �b� Segmented talus from Position 1
overlaid on the same numbered slice of the scene C2 in
Position 2. �c� Talus in Position 2, segmented by using
the model-based method, overlaid on the corresponding
slice of C2. �d�–�f� Similar to �a�–�c� but for a CT scene
and for the first cervical vertebra.
ing to the foot of a normal subject and the same slice of C1
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obtained by live wire for the talus bone. Figure 5�b� shows
this slice of C1

b of talus superimposed on the same numbered
slice of C2. A large displacement of the talus in Position 2 can
be readily seen although this displacement due to motion is
in three dimensions. Figure 5�c� demonstrates this slice of C2

with the corresponding slice of C2
b obtained by using the

model-based method. The segmentation agrees well as ascer-
tained visually, with the underlying gray level image. An
analogous example appears in Figs. 5�d�–5�f� for the cervical
spine application.

III.B.2. 3D Display examples

Figures 6�a� and 6�b� display 3D surface renditions of an
ankle complex corresponding to two positions wherein the
bones of interest are talus, calcaneus, tibia, and fibula. In
Position 1 ��a��, the bones were segmented by using live
wire, and in Position 2 ��b��, they were segmented by using
the model-based method. Figures 6�c� and 6�d� similarly
show 3D renditions of the cervical vertebrae in two posi-
tions, where vertebrae C1–C7 in Position 1 were segmented
by manual masking and thresholding as described previously,
and in Position 2 they were segmented by using the model-
based method.

III.B.3. 3D Display of the segmentation results and
principal axes of bones

Figure 7 demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed

FIG. 6. �a� Three-dimensional display of talus, calcaneus, tibia, and fibula
which were segmented by using live wire from a scene corresponding to
Position 1. �b� The same bones segmented by using the model-based method
from a scene corresponding to Position 2 of the same foot. �c�, �d� Cervical
vertebrae C1–C7 segmented from scene in Position 1 by manual interaction
�c� and in Position 2 by model-based method �d�.
method by displaying the bones, segmented by using differ-
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ent methods, and their principal �inertial� axes.39 Figure 7�a�
shows the talus surface segmented by using the live wire
method with its principal axes in Position 1 overlaid on the
same talus surface and also the principal axes of the surface
segmented by using live wire in Position 2. The angle be-
tween the major axes shows the movement of the talus in the
two positions. Figure 7�b� shows the talus surface segmented
by using the model-based method with its principal axes in
Position 2 overlaid on the principal axes of its surface ob-
tained by using live wire in the same position. The angle
between the major axes is now reduced to about 1°. Figures
7�c� and 7�d� show analogous results for the first cervical
vertebra. The angle between the major axes and the transla-
tion between the centroids demonstrate a large displacement
of the vertebra in the two positions in �c�. This is reduced to
about 1° in the angle between the major axes and to near
zero displacement of the centroids in �d�.

III.C. Quantitative analysis

We use the framework described in Ref. 38 for evaluating
the proposed segmentation method. In this framework,
a method’s performance is assessed by three sets of
measures—precision, accuracy, and efficiency. Precision
here refers to the reproducibility of the segmentation results
after taking into account all subjective actions that enter into
the segmentation process. Accuracy relates to how well the
segmentation results agree with the true delineation of the
objects, and efficiency indicates the practical viability of the
method, which is determined by the amount of time required
for performing computations and providing any user help
needed in segmentation. The measures that are used under
each of these groups and their definitions are given under the
following sections that describe each of these factors. The
objects of interest for our two applications are: Talus, calca-
neus, tibia, fibula, navicular, cuboid in foot MRI, and verte-
brae C1–C7 in cervical spine CT. Since similar performance
has been observed for all objects, we present here the mea-
sure for two representative objects in each area—talus and
calcaneus in the foot MRI and C1 and C3 in the spine CT.

III.C.1. Precision

For segmentation in the foot application, precision is af-
fected mainly by the way an operator selects the VOI �Step
S2�. To evaluate this effect, one operator repeated the seg-
mentation experiment two times with 20 pairs of MR scenes,
considering ten pairs each of small and large rotation scenes.
Here, “small rotation” means the translation and rotation be-
tween the bones in the two different positions are low. For
example, the data sets with the angle between the major prin-
cipal axes of a bone in the two positions of the order of 5° or
less will be considered as small rotation scenes. For large
rotation scenes, the angle between the major axes of the bone
is greater than 20°. Let V1 and V2 be the set of voxels con-
stituting the segmentation of the same object region in two
repeated trials. For precision, we use two measures. The first
measure is ��V1�V2� / �V1�V2���100 to estimate the overlap

agreement, where �X� denotes the cardinality of set X. The
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second measure is simply the similarity of the volume en-
closed by the surface of the bones, defined by �1− ���V1�
− �V2� / �V1�V2�����100. The reason for considering this sec-
ond measure is as follows. Even when the actual mismatch
between segmentations obtained in two repeated trials is
small, the extent of overlap can be large because of interpo-
lation and digitization effects, especially coming from the
slices at the ends of the scene. This effect is minimized if we
consider similarity of volumes, although just the similarity of
volumes alone does not indicate repeatability of segmenta-
tion. However, given acceptable overlap, volume similarity
indicates repeatability.

Table I lists these measures for the proposed method for
segmenting the talus and calcaneus. Mean and standard de-
viation over the scene population are listed. For segmenta-
tion of spine in CT scenes, precision is affected mainly by
the way an operator selects the landmarks �Step S3�. As
above, one operator repeated the segmentation experiment
two times to evaluate this effect with ten pairs of CT scenes.
Table I lists the precision of the method for segmenting ver-
tebrae C1 and C3. Both measures are very high for the talus
and calcaneus indicating the high level of precision of the
method. The overlap measures are lower for the vertebrae
due to their complex shape and substantially higher end-slice
effect than in the foot bones. However, the volume similarity
is high for the vertebrae; therefore, we may conclude that the
method achieves high precision for the second application

TABLE I. The mean and standard deviation of precision measures estimated

Small rotation

Talus Calcaneus Ta

Overlap 99.56�0.25 99.64�0.21 98.70�

Volume 96.50�0.22 99.55�0.14 96.34�
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also. This is also confirmed by our qualitative examination of
all results on slice display which consistently indicate excel-
lent agreement with the scene.

III.C.2. Accuracy

Of the three factors used to describe the effectiveness of a
segmentation method, accuracy is the most difficult to as-
sess. This is due mainly to the difficulty in establishing the
true delineation of the object of interest in the scene. Conse-
quently, an appropriate surrogate of truth is needed in place
of true delineation.

For the foot MR images, we have taken the segmentation
resulting from the live wire method in Position 2 as this
surrogate of truth. We utilized the same data sets as those
employed in the assessment of precision for both applica-
tions. In both applications, as mentioned previously, all data
sets have been previously segmented by experts in the do-
main by using live wire in the foot MRI application and via
the interactive method described under Step S1 in the spine
application. These segmentations for the second scene in
each pair were used as true segmentations and those for the
first scene were used to provide the model. For any scene, let
Co

b be the segmentation result �binary scene� output by our
method for which the true delineation result is Ct

b. Let C
= �C , f� be any given scene. The following measures, called
true-positive volume fraction �TPVF� and false-positive vol-

20 scenes for two bones of the foot, and for two vertebrae of the spine.

arge rotation
Vertebra

C1
Vertebra

C3Calcaneus

3 98.79�0.42 85.52�1.25 86.64�1.21
3 99.40�0.21 96.42�0.31 96.76�0.24

FIG. 7. �a� Talus surface segmented by using the live
wire method with its principal axes in Position 1 over-
laid on the talus surface in Position 2, both segmented
by using the live wire method. �b� Talus surface seg-
mented by using the model-based method with its prin-
cipal axes for Position 2 and the principal axes for the
surface in the same position obtained by using the live
wire method. �c�, �d� Similar to �a� and �b� but for the
first cervical vertebra of a cadaveric body. Note that in
�b� and �d� only the segmented surface is displayed.
from

L

lus

0.4
0.2
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ume fraction �FPVF� are used to assess the accuracy of the
proposed method. Here �X� denotes the cardinality of set X
and the operations on binary scenes have the obvious inter-
pretations akin to those on sets. TPVF indicates the fraction
of the total amount of tissue in the true delineation. FPVF
denotes the amount of tissue falsely identified. Cd is a binary
scene representation of a reference superset of voxels that is
used to express the two measures as a fraction. In our case,
we took the entire scene domain to represent this superset.
We may define FNVF and TNVF in an analogous manner.38

Since these measures are derivable from Eqs. �5� and �6�,
TPVF and FPVF are sufficient to describe the accuracy of
the method �see Ref. 38 for details�.

TPVF�Co
b,Ct

b� =
�Co

b � Ct
b�

�Ct
b�

� 100, �5�

FPVF�Co
b,Ct

b� =
�Co

b − Ct
b�

�Cd − Ct
b�

� 100. �6�

Table II lists the mean and standard deviation values of
FPVF and TPVF achieved for the two bones in the two
application areas by the model-based method over the two
sets of data. As alternative measures, the table also lists the
mean and standard deviation of the distance between the cen-
troids and the angle between the major principal axes of the
bones depicted in Co

b and Ct
b.

We note that in the expression of FPVF and TPVF, there
is a phenomenon similar to the one alluded to under the
description of precision which arises from end slices. Its ef-
fect can be seen for the more complex shaped vertebrae in
terms of their lower TPVF than those for the talus and cal-
caneus, although the segmentations appear to be visually
highly acceptable. This is why we added the measures of
distance and angle listed in Table II. The proposed method
produces highly accurate segmentations overall.

III.C.3. Efficiency

The method is implemented in C language within the
3DVIEWNIX software system and is executed on an Intel
Pentium IV PC with a 1.7 GHZ CPU under the Red Hat
Linux OS version 7. In determining the efficiency of a seg-
mentation method, two aspects should be considered—the
computation time �Tc� and the human operator time �To�. The
mean Tc and To per data set estimated over ten data sets for

TABLE II. Mean and standard deviation of FPVF, TPVF, distance between
calcaneus, C1 and C3 achieved by the model-based method.

Measure

Small rotation

Talus Calcaneus

FPVF 0.51�0.05 0.20�0.04 0
TPVF 96.97�1.04 97.00�1.10 96
Distance �mm� 0.30�0.02 0.29�0.04 0
Angle �degree� 1.05�0.45 1.02�0.40 1
each application area for each bone are listed in Table III. To
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measured here does not include the operator time required in
segmenting the bones in Position 1. In the first application
area, To includes the specification of VOI and the subsequent
verification to ensure that the VOI is adequate over all slices.
In the second application area, To involves the time taken to
specify the landmarks for registration. We note that the op-
erator time required in both applications is not unreasonable
�being 1–2 min�, and neither is the computational time
�6–7 min�.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Computer assisted biomechanical analysis, biomechanical
modeling, surgery planning, and image-guided surgery of
joints require the segmentation and separation of bones at the
joints. This article offers a practical solution via a rigid
model-based strategy that can be readily used. The bones
segmented in the scene corresponding to the first position are
used as a model to seek, under rigid transformations, a seg-
mentation of the same bones in scenes corresponding to sub-
sequent positions of the joint. The only parameter in the
proposed method is the size � of the ball that is used in
defining regional relative intensity pattern. After some initial
experimentation, we have used �=5 in all our experiments.
Our evaluation suggests that, for bones of the foot in MR
images, the method achieves a segmentation �TPVF ,FPVF�
of about �97%, 0.4%� and �translation, rotation� of �0.3 mm,
1.1°� with the live wire method used as a reference. For the
cervical vertebrae in CT images, these segmentation accu-
racy measures are �89%, 0.3%� and �0.18 mm, 1.02°�. These
errors are well within the extent of displacement and rotation
that we seek to measure by using such image-based methods.

Since this is a case of intra subject and intra modality
registration, one may surmise if Step S3 with mutual infor-
mation, cross correlation, or sum of squared differences as a
criterion would solve the problem and if Step S4 is really
needed. When both the rotation and translation of bone B are
small from Position 1 to Position 2, this strategy produces

etric centroids, and the angle between the major principal axes for talus,

Large rotation
Vertebra

C1
Vertebra

C3s Calcaneus

0.02 0.20�0.06 0.23�0.02 0.33�0.04
1.20 96.78�1.22 88.62�1.33 89.69�1.53
0.03 0.31�0.03 0.19�0.01 0.17�0.01
0.20 1.20�0.29 1.01�0.20 1.03�0.22

TABLE III. Mean operator time To and computational time Tc �in minutes�
for the talus, calcaneus, C1, and C3 in the two application areas.

Time Talus Calcaneus C1 C3

To 1 1 2 2
Tc 6 6 7 7
geom

Talu

.67�

.40�

.34�

.27�
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acceptable results, although S4 always improves the result.
However, when rotation or/and translation is/are large, S3
along �together with S2� produces unacceptable results. Step
S3 in this manner can be thought of as solving the object
recognition problem in segmentation. S4 then completes the
finer object delineation step aided by recognition. Since it is
difficult to predict the nature of bone movement for the par-
ticular situation at hand, inclusion of Step S4 is always to be
preferred.

One may also surmise if an atlas based registration meth-
odology would form a solution to the entire problem. This is
certainly feasible and may constitute a powerful and very
general solution. The solution methodology, however, is
likely to be more complicated. A proper atlas will have to be
constructed first. Because of �Ch5� and large rotations and/or
translations, a single atlas, corresponding to, say, the neutral
joint position, may not be adequate. Or it may have to be a
four-dimensional atlas. Our proposed solution is certainly a
first cut simple approach to address this challenging
segmentation/registration problem.

A problem that was not addressed in this paper is the
segmentation of the bones in the images corresponding to the
first position with a degree of automation higher than that
afforded by live wire or iterative live wire. We are currently
investigating a family of methods based on live wire, active
shape, and appearance models, and their combined hybrid
strategies for this purpose. The idea in these strategies is to
build methods of high degree of automation that are tightly
integrated into the regimen of user steering in the spirit of
live wire, so that, they take just as much help as is needed by
the operator without requiring post hoc correction. Another
issue that needs attention in the future is isoshaping.41 Long
bones, such as the tibia and the fibula, which are covered to
different extents in the images in the two positions owing to
a limited field of view, do not really posses a boundary in the
vicinity of their shafts where they are cut off by the limited
field of view. The ideas of “shape centers” utilized in isos-
haping of these bones �a process of trimming the shafts of
these bones automatically so that the bone assumes the same
shape in segmentations coming from all positions� can also
be employed to recognize such aspects of the bone and to
handle these in a manner different from the manner in which
the real aspects of the boundary are handled.
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